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A CLASSIFICATION OF BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 

A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

ABSTRACT. We study in this paper various ordinal ranks of (bounded) Baire 
class 1 functions and we show their essential equivalence. This leads to a natural 
classification of the class of bounded Baire class 1 functions Ml in a transfinite 
hierarchy q7 (4 < wol) of "small" Baire classes, for which (for example) an 
analysis similar to the Hausdorff-Kuratowski analysis of AO sets via transfinite 
differences of closed sets can be carried out. The notions of pseudouniform 
convergence of a sequence of functions and optimal convergence of a sequence 
of continuous functions to a Baire class 1 function f are introduced and used 
in this study. 

Let E be a compact metrizable space. Our aim is to analyze, from a descrip- 
tive theoretic point of view, the set of Baire class 1 functions on E. Various 
ordinal assignments have been proposed for Baire class 1 functions, especially 
in Banach space theory. In the first part of this work, we will associate to each 
Baire class 1 function on E three different ordinal ranks, each corresponding to 
one of the siandard equivalent descriptions of Baire class 1 functions, in terms 
of (i) complexity of inverse images of open sets, (ii) existence of continuity 
points on closed sets, and (iii) as limits of sequences of continuous functions. 
We will then show the essential equivalence of these ranks for bounded Baire 
class 1 functions, thus establishing a "quantitative" version of the equivalence 
of the above descriptions. 

This yields, in ?2, a natural classification of the set I(E) of bounded 
Baire class 1 functions into a transfinite hierarchy of Banach algebras qj(E), 
4 < O I, that we call (bounded) functions of small Baire class 4 . In ?3, we study 
the first level wI of this hierarchy, showing that it corresponds to a previously 
considered notion, the so-called strict Baire class 1 functions, the uniform limits 
of differences of bounded semicontinuous functions. We also define a natural 
rank on the subset DBSC of differences of bounded semicontinuous functions, 
and a rank on functions not in DBSC, and show that these two ranks are un- 
bounded below w1, on DBSC and on l \ DBSC respectively. 

In ?4, we give two other different approaches to our classification. The first 
one uses the notion of (transfinite) alternating sums of usc functions, and allows 
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210 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

us to characterize each level ql in a way very similar to the classical Hausdorff- 
Kuratowski analysis of A? as differences of closed sets. 2 

The second one uses a notion of pseudouniform convergence of a sequence of 
functions, intermediate between uniform and pointwise convergence. Starting 
from the continuous functions on E and closing under the taking of pseudouni- 
form limits of bounded sequences yields the bounded Baire class 1 functions 
on E. Moreover, the natural hierarchy within Sl associated to this operation 
is exactly the hierarchy ) . 

In the final section, we come back to one of the tools we introduce for study- 
ing Baire class 1 functions, the notion of optimally converging sequence, which 
generalizes the concept of uniform convergence for the case where limfn = f 
is not continuous. Roughly speaking, a sequence (fn) of continuous functions 
optimally converges to f if it converges (pointwise) to f, and its rate of con- 
vergence is least among all sequences of continuous functions converging to it 
(this is measured by a countable ordinal, see ? 1). Extending the classical result 
about uniform convergence, we show in ?1 that for any bounded sequence of 
continuous functions converging to some f, there exists a sequence of convex 
combinations optimally converging to f. 

Applying this to the case of derivatives, we show that for any differentiable 
function F on, say, [0, 1] there is a sequence of step functions hn (x) uni- 
formly converging to 0 in n such that the associated differences 

(F(x + hn(x)) - F(x))/hn(x) 

optimally converge to the derivative F', but we construct examples of differ- 
entiable functions F for which for any sequence of numbers hn -? 0, the 
sequence (F(x + hn (x)) - F(x))/hn is arbitrarily far from being optimal. 

1. THE THREE RANKS 

Here and below E is a compact, metrizable space. 

I. The separation rank (Bourgain [B]). Let A, B be two subsets of E. We 
associate with them a derivation on closed sets, by 

PAB= P n A n P n B 

and then by transfinite induction P(O) = P n 1) - (PA,)), and PA , A,B A,B A,B)A,B 

<P(,B for limit A. We set 

(P A B 
- fleast a(P('j) =0, if such an a exists, 

o - 1 otherwise, 

and let a(A,B) = a(E,A,B). As is well known, a(A,B) < wc iff one can 
separate A from B by a set which is a (transfinite) difference of closed sets, and 
the ordinal a (A, B) "measures" the minimal length of such a difference. (It is 
not hard to check that if a (A , B) = + n , with limit Ai, then the minimal length 
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BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 211 

is either A + 2n or A + 2n - 1 . Note that classically one uses a slight variant, 
the derivation PA = P n A n B which is not symmetric, and less adapted to 
our purposes.) 

Suppose now f: E -- R. For each pair r1 < r2 of rationals, let 

a(f,rl ,r2) = a({x E E: f(x) < r1},{x E E: f(x) > r2}) 
and finally define the separation rank a(f) by 

a(f) = sup{a(f,r1 ,r2): r, E Q,r2 E Q,r1 < r2}. 
Proposition 1. A function f is Baire class 1 if o(f) < c 
Proof. If a(f) < co,, one can always separate {f < a} from {f > b}, for 
a < b, by a G3 n Fa set by the definition of a(f). Hence {f < a} is an 
intersection of countably many G, sets, hence is G,,, and similarly for {f > a} . 
It easily follows that f 1 (F) is G6, for all closed F in R, i.e., f is Baire 
class 1. Conversely, if f is Baire class 1, A = {f < r,} and B = {f > r2} are 
disjoint G3 sets in E, and as is well known, this implies a(f, r, , r2) < a) . 
(Note that if P = EAB 0, P=PnAnPnB,so that PnA and PnB are 
both dense Ga sets in P, hence P n A n B $ 0, a contradiction.) And finally 
a(f)= supr<r2 a(f,rl ,r2) is less then w , too. o 

This rank was introduced by Bourgain in [B], who showed that if (fn) is 
a bounded sequence of continuous functions on E which is relatively com- 
pact (for the pointwise convergence) in R (E), then the rank a is uniformly 
bounded on the closure of (fn). 

However, this rank does not seem very convenient if we consider functions 
which are not necessarily bounded. We will see, e.g., that sup{ a(f + g): f, 
g Baire class 1 with a(f) = a(g) - 2}1 = w. 

II. The oscillation rank. (This rank has been considered by many authors, in- 
cluding S. Argyros, R. Haydon and others, see e.g. [H-O-R].) 

Define, for f: E > R, the oscillation function 

osc(f x) inf{ sup lf(x ) - f(X2)1: V open, XE V} 

and similarly, for P a subset of E, 

osc(f, x, P) = osc(flp, x). 

Consider now, for each E > 0, the derivative operation 
* P -4 P,e,f {x E P: w(f, x, P) > E} 

and by iterating define again P, for a < o, and let 

least a(Pa = 0), if such an a exists, 

( P={ otherwise, 

and set fl(f, e) = /3(f, e ,E) and finally define the oscillation rank ,B(f) of f 
by ,B (f) = supg,> fl ( f, E) . 
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212 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

Proposition 2. A function f: E -* R is Baire class l iff ,B(f) < wo. 
Proof. We use the following well-known characterization of Baire class 1 func- 
tions: f is Baire class 1 iff for every nonempty closed P osc(f , P) takes 
arbitrary small values, i.e., for all e > 0 P*f 54 P. It follows that if f is Baire 
class 1, and e > 0, the sequence Ea must stabilize at 0, i.e., fl(f, e) < a 
Conversely, if f is not Baire class 1, then for some nonempty closed P and 
some e >0 P0 * = P, and by induction P C EJ5 for all a < wo1, hence 

/3(f8) = cO- E l 

III. The convergence rank. Given a sequence 7 = (fn) of real functions on E, 
define, following Zalcwasser [Z] and Gillespie and Hurwicz [G-H] a derivative 
operation on closed sets, for each e > 0 by 

P |-4 P> - = {x E P: for every nbhd U of x and any p E , 3n > m > p 

and x' E P n U with f(x') - fm(x')I > ?c}e 

(In other words, P is obtained from P by deleting the relatively open sets 
in P on which the sequence (f,) is e-uniformly convergent.) 

Again define by induction the iterates P7X , and let 

y(~ P) { least a(PJ-j = 0), if such an a exists, 

{9 1 otherwise, 

and also y(f, e) = y(f, , E) and y(f ) = sup>o y(f, e). 
It is easy to verify that if f is a sequence of functions on E with y(f) < w, 

the sequence f pointwise converges on E. For if x E E and e > 0 is given, 
x 0 E 7 for some aO, hence in particular EnO, Vn, m > no I,(x)- f,(x) < e 
and the sequence (f (x)) is Cauchy in R. A sequence (f,) with Y(fn) <w1 
is sometimes called quasiuniformly convergent. Note that if 7 consists of Baire 
class 1 functions and y(f) < w1 , the pointwise limit f = lim, f, is also Baire 
class 1, so that in general pointwise convergence does not imply quasiuniform 
convergence. However the notions coincide for sequences of continuous func- 
tions: 

Proposition 3. Let f = (f7 ) be a sequence of continuous functions on E, point- 
wise converging to some f . Then y(f) < w1 . 

Proof. It is enough to show that P $ 0 and e > 0, P> $4 P. Assume the 
contrary, so that for each p E N, {x E P: 3m, n > PIfm(x) - f,(x)I > E/2} is 
dense, and clearly open, in P. By Baire's theorem, there is an x E P with Vp 
3m, n > p fn(x) - f,(x)l > E/2, and the sequence (f,(x)) does not converge. 
El 

It is immediate to check that 7 converges uniformly if y(f) = 1. (Here 
compactness of E is used in an essential way.) In ?4, we will also consider an 
intermediate convergence notion, corresponding to y(f) < co. 
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BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 213 

We now come back to ranks of Baire class 1 functions. As is well known, 
Baire class 1 functions on E are pointwise limits of sequences of continuous 
functions; hence, we can define the convergence rank y(f) of a Baire class 1 
function f on E by 

y(f) = inf{y(f): f E C(E) N, f pointwise}, 

so that the ordinal y(f) measures the "best possible rate" of convergence to f 
of a sequence of continuous functions. And we say that a sequence f = (fn) of 
continuous functions is optimally convergent if it pointwise converges to some 
f, and moreover y(f) = y(f). Heuristically, this notion is interesting among 
other things in concrete situations in analysis, when the Baire class 1 functions 
occur through a "natural" approximation process, like in the cases of derivatives 
and Fourier series. The question whether the natural approximation process is 
always optimal (in the above precise sense) may be a clue about the difficulty 
of the problems under study. We will come back to this question in the last 
section, with the particular case of derivatives. 

2. THE HIERARCHY ( OF (BOUNDED) SMALL BAIRE 

CLASS 4 FUNCTIONS 

Our main purpose in this section is to relate the various ranks defined in ? 1. 
First an easy proposition. 

Proposition 1. Let f be a Baire class 1 function on E. Then a(f) < fl(f) < 
Y(f). 
Proof. (i) a((f) < fl(f). Let r1 < r2 be given in Q, A = {f < r,} and 
B = {f > r2}. Let e = r2 - r, . If P is closed and x E P \ Pf there exists a 
nbhd V of x such that osc(f, V n P) < , so that V cannot meet both A n P 
and B n P. This F' C P for all P, and hence by induction PA c p( A, , f PA,B 

C pcf 
and a(f, rl ,r2) < (fr2-rl) so that a(f) < fl(f). 

(ii) fl(f) < y(f) . Let f be a sequence of continuous functions with limf = 
f . We want ,f(f) < y(f) . As before it is enough to show, for any closed set P 
and e > 0, P C P* - But if X EP\I</3 there is a nbhdV of x and 

ejf- c,/3,7f P/, 
n0 E N with Ifn(X') - fm(X')l < E/3 for m, n > nO and x' E P n V. Letting 
m - oo we get Ifn(x') - f(x')I < /3 for all n > nO and x' E P n V. Let 
V' C V be a nbhd of x where osc(fno) < e/3. Then on V' nP 

If(x') - f(x")I < Ifno(x') - fn0(x") + 2e/3 < e. o 

Proposition 2. Let f be a Baire class 1 function. Then 

(i) f is continuous on E iff a(f) = ,B(f) = y(f) = 1. 
(ii) If f is semicontinuous on E, a(f) < 2. 
(iii) There exists on E = [0, 1] a bounded usc function f with ,f(f) = ). 
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214 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

Proof. (i) If f is continuous, y(f) = 1 by considering the constant sequence 
f = (f,) with fn = f. If a(f) = 1, ff < rl} n ff > r2} = 0 for all r, < r2 in 
Q, hence {f < r, } and {f > r2} are closed for all r,, r2, and finally f 1(F) 
is closed for any closed set F C 1R. 

(ii) If f is (say) usc, then B = {f > r2} is closed, hence if A = {f < r1}, 

PA,B= P nAn P n B = P nAn B C B 
I,~ ~ A, 

hence ABC A B = 0 for any closed P, and ac(f) < 2. 
(iii) Let Kn C [0, 1] be a decreasing sequence of nonempty compact sets, 

with Kn?i nowhere dense in Kn . Let f = En2 2 1K .n Clearly f is usc, 
with 0 < f < 1 on E. Now a direct computation shows that for e = 2 n 

EP,f = Kp for I < p < n and E,"f = 0, so that fl(f,2 n) = n + 1 and 
f3(f) =. o 

The preceding example shows that one cannot hope equality between the 
ranks. We will see that wo is the upper bound of fl(f) (and y(f) ), for bounded 
functions f with a((f) = 2, and that there is no upper bound in case f is 
allowed to be unbounded. 

The next result gives the exact relationship between fi (f) and y(f) in case 
f is bounded, in a very strong form. 

If f = (fn) is a sequence of functions, let us say that a sequence g = (gn) 
is subordinate to (fn), denoted g < 7, if for all n gn E conv((fp)p,n) . (Here 
conv((hk)) denotes the set of convex combinations of the hk's.) 

A classical result of Mazur asserts that if 7 = (fn) is a bounded sequence of 
continuous functions on E which pointwise converges to a continuous function 
f, there exists a sequence g subordinated to 7 which uniformly converges to 
f . The following result is the generalization of Mazur's result to the case where 
f is not necessarily continuous. 

Theorem 3. Let 7 = (fn) be a bounded sequence of continuous functions on E, 
pointwise converging to some (bounded) Baire class 1 function f . Then there 
exists a sequence g subordinated to f with y(g) = fl(f) . In particular, for any 
bounded Baire class 1 function f, the convergence rank y (f) and the oscillation 
rank fl(f) coincide. (To see that this is indeed a generalization, notice that if f 
is continuous, then fl(f) = 1, so y(g) = 1, i.e., g converges uniformly.) 
Proof. Note the following easy application of the Hahn-Banach theorem: If 
K C E is compact and (fn) is a bounded sequence in C(K) converging point- 
wise to f, and osc(f ,K) < e, then 3g E conv((fn))IIg - fII < e (Here 
lihll = llhllK = suPxEK Ih(x)I.) 

[To see this, let osc(f, K) = 2e' < c. By adding a constant if necessary, 
we may assume lIlfl = e', and it is enough to find g E A = conv((fn)) with 
ljgll < 5 = c - e'. If A and B6 = {g E C(K): lIgIl < 5} are disjoint, we can by 
Hahn-Banach find a measure ,u E M(K) with, for some c > 0, ,u(h) < c < u,(g) 
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BAIRE CLASS I FUNCTIONS 215 

for h E B, and g E A. The first inequality gives IIi,ll < c/J. The second one 
gives ,u(f,) > c for all n, and by bounded convergence ju(f) > c. But then 
c < ,u(f) < Ilul fj < c * '/, i.e., > = e-' contradicting the fact that 
2c' < e .] 

Applying this fact to each Ap = conv((fn)n>p), one gets that if (fn) is a 
bounded sequence in C(K) converging pointwise to f on K with osc(f, K) < 
C, there is a subordinated g = (gn) -< (fn) with IIgn - fIIK < c for all n . 

Let now (fn) be bounded in C(E), fn -* f. Let (Um),nEN be a ba- 
sis for E, and enumerate in a single sequence (Kp,ep) all pairs of form 
(Eg_k fn Um ,Y2 k) where 4 < f(f,2k), and m is such that E4_k fnl 

0 and osc(f E k , E l Um) < 2 k. Applying the above remarks successively 
to each Kp and sp, one defines inductively gp such that o = f and gp+ < 

gp, with IIgnp - fIIKp < ep for all n . Let g = (gn) be the diagonal sequence, 
i.e., gn =gn . Clearly -< f. Moreover for all p IIgn - fIIK < &p for n > p, 
because JgqP - fIIK < ep for all q, and for n > p gn = gEn E conv((gP)q). 

We claim that y(g) < /B(f). To see this, it is enough to show that for e > 0 
and k such that 2- k < e/2, one has for all 4 < w1 E4g C ELk This is 
proved by inductioh on c . The case 0 = 0 and 4 limit are trivial. So assuming 
EK-gCEJk E , we show that E4'l c E>+'. Let x gE 2 Then for 

some m x E Um and K = EL_k f n Um is such that osc(f , K) <2 . Then 

for some p (K,2 k)= (Kp,cp),sothatfor n > p, m>p gngmK< 
2* llgn -flIK < 2ep < C and a fortiori this is true on Um n E%-gcKfnEXg, 50 

that x 0 E+Z1. This finishes the proof. a 

The preceding result has lots of applications besides proving ,8(f) = y(f) 
for bounded Baire class 1 functions. It can be used, for example, to show that 
many properties of a bounded Baire class 1 function f are shared by sequences 
of continuous functions optimally converging to it. Here are some instances of 
this phenomenon: 

1. If lfjll < M, there is fn -* f optimally with supn lIfn j < M. 
2. If E is convex compact metrizable, and f is affine Baire class 1, there is 

a sequence of affine continuous fn's converging optimally to f. 
3. If X is a separable Banach space, E = B1 (X*) is the unit ball of the dual 

X* with the w*-topology, and x** is an element of X** which is first class 
on E, there is a sequence (xn) E X converging optimally to x** on E. 

To see this, it is enough by the preceding theorem to show that in each 
case there exists a bounded sequence (fn) of continuous functions with the 
desired properties converging pointwise to f, for the properties clearly go to 
subordinated sequences. This is trivial for (1), and due to Choquet [C] for (2), 
and to Odell and Rosenthal [O-R] for (3). 
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216 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

It is a standard fact that a decreasing sequence of continuous functions which 
converges to a continuous function converges uniformly (Dini's Theorem). Us- 
ing Theorem 3 this can be generalized as follows: If (fr) is a bounded de- 
creasing sequence of continuous functions, (f,) converges optimally. (To see 
that this generalizes Dini's Theorem notice that if f, -* f optimally and f is 
continuous, then f, -* f uniformly.) 

To prove this result notice that if hn < gn and gn 1 f, hn 1 f, then y(h) < 
y(g). Also if hn 1 f and (hkn) is a subsequence of (hn) then y((hkn)) = y(h) . 

So assume f is bounded and fn I f. We will show that y(f) = y(f). By 
Theorem 3 let g subordinated to f be such that y(g) = y(f). Then there is 
a subsequence (fk) of (fn) such that fk < g_ So y(f) ? Y((fk)) ? YQg) = 
y(f), i.e., f converges optimally. 

Another application is the following-the first step in relating the ordinals 
(x(f) and ,B(f). 
Corollary 4. Let A E AO = Ja n G. (i.e., 1A is Baire class 1). Then a(lA) = 

1(1A) = Y(1A) = a(A,A) (where A = E\ A is the complement of A). 
Proof. a(A,A) = a(l A1/2) < a(lA) < fl(1A) = Y(1A) where the last equality 
follows from Theorem 3. So it remains to show fi(1A) < a(A,A). But clearly 
for any e with O < e < 1, and P closed in E P* 

I 
=PnAnPnA andwe 

are done. Ei 

We now turn to the relationship between a and y. 
Lemma 5. Let f = (fn) and g = (gn) be two sequences offunctions, pointwise 
converging to f and g respectively. Set f + g = (fn + gn)nFN* If < <w01 is 
such that y(f) < w) and y(g) < w) then y(f? + ) < a' 
Proof. We first establish the following two facts: 

(i) Let P be closed, e > 0. Then 
(*) F'~~~~,7-k CF'l2 -U'-.2 (*) Pe ~~cf?+- c /2 ,f c/2g 

(ii) Let P, Q be closed, c > 0. Then 
(**) (P n Q)' c 7u Q'7. 
Fact (i) is immediate: If x e P \ (P</2 7u P.12 g) there exists V nbhd of x and 
no (we can take the same for both) such that for n, m > nolfn - fnj < e/2 
on VnP and Ign-gmI<e/2 on VnP,so Ifn+gn-(f +gm)I<c on 
V n P and x 0 Pf+ - Fact 2 is similar: If x E P U Q is not in Pf-u Q' f, 
there is a nbhd V of x and an no (we can take the same for both) such that 
for m, n>?nolfm-fnI<c on VnP and lfm-fnI<c on VnQ. Butthen 

If;n - fl < E on V n (P u Q) and x 0 (P u Q)' -f. 
We now prove, by induction on 4, that 

which will finih te pof. +g C f u 

which will finish the proof. 
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BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 217 

For 0 = 0, i.e., wc -= 1, this is just (*) . It is immediate if 4 is limit, as the 
sequences are decreasing. So it remains to prove that *** *) holds for 4 + 1 if 
it holds for 4. For this, we prove for all n > 1 that 

oj~2n oj~n oj~n F- CF - UP~/, C,f+ - Pc/2,f U/2,. 

For this, let for s E 2k, k E , PI be defined by 
S 

PO I /2,f 1 Pe2g 

sa O (P5)nd2,7 PsA1 (P5)e12, for lh(s) > 1 . Applying (wOX times) 
(**) and the inclusion 

F- C POUPI 
one easily gets for all n > 1 

W(-2n C U PI C U{P5: s E 22n and card({k: s(k) =0}) > n} 
sE22n 

UU{PI: s E 22n and card({k: s(k) = 1}) > n}. 

But clearly if s takes at least n values 0, P c P2 o-fn and similarly with 1, s - /25 I 

which gives *** **). And taking the intersection over n gives *** *) for 4 + 1 . 
This finishes the proof. o 
Remark. The same argument gives the analogous result for 7f = (fn * gn)nE 
in case 7 and g are bounded sequences, for if supn(IfIHn, IIgnIH) = M, one 
easily gets P'- C- -UP' Pe - C/P~2M ,f c/2 , 

Lemma 5 and Corollary 4 imply that in general, for unbounded Baire class 
1 functions, the a and y ranks are not comparable. This is based on the 
following classical facts. 

(1) If E is uncountable, there are AO sets A with arbitrarily large small 
Baire class (i.e., a(A,A) arbitrarily large). 

(2) If A is A2? in E, 1A is a difference of two usc functions. [To see this, 
let Kn be increasing closed sets with A = Un K , Ln increasing closed sets 
with A = Un Ln, and set 

0 onKoULo, 

o = - 
:1 on(KIULI-KouLo)_ - -n on (Kn ULn -(Kn-I ULn-1)) for n > I 

and ( 0 on LO 
f1 =j< - l on (Ko U LI) - Lo 

- n on (KnI ULO) - (Kn-2 ULn-1) for n > 2. 
Then each fi is usc, and 1A = fo - fl ] 
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218 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

Proposition 6. Let E be uncountable. Then 
(i) sup{y(f): f usc on El = cl, 
(ii) {a(fi +f2): a(f1) < 2, a(f2) < 2} = w,. 

Proof. For semicontinuous f on E, a(f) < 2, so part (ii) follows immediately 
from the preceding facts and Corollary 4. 

If now {y(f): f usc on E} was bounded below wl, it would be bounded 
by some wc , hence by Lemma 5 so would be {y(f1 - f2): f 1, f2 usc on E}, 
which contains {y( IA): A E AO}, contradicting -again the facts above. This gives 
(i). n 

From now on, we restrict our attention to the space F (E) of bounded Baire 
class 1 functions on E. 

Definition 7. Let 4 be a countable ordinal. We define the set of (bounded) 
functions of small Baire class 4 as 

V (E) = {f f 1(E): f(f)(= y(f)) < 

It is a Banach subalgebra of F (E), by Lemma 5 and the remark following it, 
and the immediate remark that if fn -+ f uniformly, ,B(f) < Supn f(fn). 

Theorem 8. Let f eG4I(E). Then f e4z (E) if a(f) < wK 

This -result says in effect that the classical equivalences between the various 
possible descriptions of SF functions reflect on each 1. 

Proof. As a(f) < /3(f), one implication is trivial. So we want to prove that if 
a(f) < ol, then y(f) < ol . But this is true if f = 1A by Corollary 4, if f is 
a linear combination of 1A 9s with a(lA) < of) by Lemma 5, and finally for all 
f 's with a(f) < wof, using the following (essentially classical) result: 

Proposition 9. Let f E S (E), with a(f) < wo. Then f is a uniform limit 
of linear combinations of functions 1A with a(19 < of. More precisely, if 
f E 1,(E) with a(f) < wo is positive, and N > 2, N E N is given, one 
can find N - 2 sets A1, ..., AN2 with a(lA) < Wo, such that the function 

g= (Ilf/N) EN-2 lA satisfies O < g < f < g + 2fIII/N. 
Proof. The first assertion follows clearly from the second (which we will need 
in this precise form later on). So let f > 0 with a(f) < wo and N > 2 be 
given. By the assumption, there is for each k = 1, ... , N - 2 a A set Ak, 

with a(lA) = a(Ak ,Ak) < of, hence < of, as of is limit, such that 

{f > (k+il)HIfI } cA {f > kllfll} 

Let g = (IfI/N)ZN2 1A . We claim g works: Clearly the sequence Ak is 
decreasing, so g is at most kIIf II /N off Ak+1 . But f > kllfl /N on Ak for all 
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BAIRE CLASS I FUNCTIONS 219 

k, and f > 0, so g < f . And f < (k+ )IlfII!N off Ak, whereas g > klifII/N 
on Ak, so f<g+21jf11/N. o 
Remark. Theorem 8 is in some sense best possible: For E = [0, 1] it can be 
shown that for any 4 < w1 there are functions in + with a(f) = wo +l 
and 11(f) = wo . We gave such an example for 0 =0 in Proposition 2. An 
example for arbitrary 4 is as follows: Choose a decreasing sequence of closed 
sets (F,),<,,,+, with Fo = E and for each j, F9 $ 0 and nowhere dense 
in n<, F, , and letf = 2 n'A1, where An is the set difference of the 

sequence (Fs.0n+O)O<., i.e., An- U{F. n+o-F F 1n+0+: 0 even, 0 < w)}, so 
that 0 <f< 1. One easily checks that for all r1 < r2 in Q a(f, r,, r2) < r oX ++ 
whereas for e = 2n , f,(f, E) = Wo * n + 1, the sequence (F,)1 ?9?@Xn being 
the sequence of derivatives. So f works. 

Theorem 8 says that the small class hierarchy ( is quite natural. The 

level 0 consists exactly of the continuous functions. We will analyze qI in the 
next section. And we will give in ?4 alternative approaches to the hierarchy 

which give further indications of its naturalness. 

3. THE CLASS 
I 

AND DIFFERENCES OF BOUNDED 

SEMICONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Let DSC be the set of differences of semicontinuous functions. We have seen 
that this set contains all 1A A A2 in E, and by 2.9 we get that DSC is dense in 
1 (E), for the norm topology. However there exist functions in W (E) \ DSC, 
by a result of D. Preiss (see [H-O-R]). Let now 

DBSC = f{f - f2: f1 , f2 semicontinuous and bounded on E }. 

As any bounded sc function has a(f) < 2, hence y(f) < w by 2.8, we get 
that DBSC C A (E). In fact one has the following result, which appears in 
[H-O-R] (in slightly different terms). 

Theorem 1* jll (E) is the norm-closure of DBSC. 

Proof. By 2.8, it is enough to show that any 1A in q,l (E) is in fact in DBSC. 
But such a 1A satisfies a (A, A) < w, hence for some n and decreasing closed 
sets (Fq)o<q<2n?l 

A = U(F2p - F2p+1) and 1, = ( lF) - (z lF) 
P=() P P 

in DBSC. a 

The functions in ql (E) are sometimes called strict Baire class 1 functions, 
and B1 (E) denoted 1/2 in [H-O-R] (a notation which can hardly extend in 
the transfinite!). This is related to the notion of strict sum, a different approach 
to the set DBSC: Say that f is the strict sum of a sequence fn of functions if 
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220 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

f = E, and E, If, I is a bounded function on E. It is not hard to check that 
the set of strict sums of continuous functions on E is exactly DBSC: It clearly 
contains the bounded positive lsc functions, which are strict sums of positive 
continuous fn's, and is a vector space, so contains DBSC. On the other hand, 
if f= En fn, with En If n I bounded, then f = Ei - Ef , and both sums 
are bounded lsc functions. 

In order to clarify the relationship between DBSC and 1, we now introduce 
two ranks, on DBSC and its complement, which might also be of independent 
interest. 

Let f be a bounded function on E. One defines the upper regularization of 
f, f,by 

f= inffg: g E C(E), g > f} 
= inf{g: g usc on E,g > f}. 

The function f is usc on E, and one has 

f(x)= inf {sup(f): Vnbhdofx}. 

[One can also visualize f by noting that the subgraph {(x, t): f(x) > t} 
is the closure of the subgraph of f.) We now associate with each bounded 
function f on E a sequence (fJ) of functions as follows: 

f1=f, f2=f-f+f, 
and more generally, if fE is defined 

f+1 =fx -f+f; 
and for limit A, fA is defined if for all 4 < A f, is defined and sup,<~ fX is 
bounded, and then we set 

4 = SUp IA. 

Proposition 2. Let f be a boundedfunction on E. Thefollowing are equivalent: 

(i) f E DBSC, 
(ii) for all < w, f, is defined, 
(iii) there exists a , < w1 such that fE is defined and f+ = fE and in this 

case, if ; is least so that (iii) holds, the pair (fE , fX - f) is the least pair 
of usc functions (u, v) with u > f and f = u - v. 

Proof. (i) =s (ii) As f is in DBSC, on can find u, v in usc with f = u-v and 
u > f (by adding a constant to any solution-this is where the boundedness 
of the usc functions is used), so that v > 0. We now prove by induction on 
4 < col that f, is defined, and u > f,. 
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BAIRE CLASS I FUNCTIONS 221 

This is true for 4 = 1: f < u and u is usc so f < u. It is trivial for limit 
A: if JA < u for < A, then sup,< fJ < u is bounded, hence J = sup< 
is defined and < u. And for 4 + 1 

J < u =f -f <u-f =v. 

As v isusc, f- f <v, hence f, - f +f <v+f =u andfinally J,:+ < u. 
(iii) => (i) The sequence (Jf) is clearly increasing, so that the closed subgraphs 

form an increasing family of closed sets in E x R, which must stabilize at some 
< WI . 

(ii) => (iii) It remains to show that if += f, the function f - f is usc, 
for then f is in DBSC and moreover the last assertion is a consequence of the 
fact proved in (i) > (ii) above. But 

fA-f=J=+1 -f=f -f+f-f 
> J -f+f-f=f -f 

and the proof is complete. o 

Motivated by the preceding proposition, define 
least (f( is defined and ft+= f), 

rD(r) = 4 if such a 4 exists, 
t otherwise, 

and 
least 4 < c0t (fE is undefined), 

rND(f) = if such a 4 exists, 
01 otherwise. 

By Proposition 2 rD and rND are ranks on DBSC and its complement, respec- 
tively. Note that rD(f) can be, a priori, any ordinal > 1, whereas rND (f) is 
always limit. We will show that rD and rND are unbounded, on DBSC and 

I\ DBSC, respectively. 

Lemma 3. Let , < w1 be given. For each 1 < 4' < and e > 0, there exists 
a countable compact set K and a function f E DBSC(K), 0 < f < 1, such that 
(i) rD(f) = wj4 and IIllf IlK = 1, (ii) llfe,11 <?8 . 

Proof. If (Kfn)fEN and Koo are countable compact sets, we denote by 
S((Kn), Koo) the following countable compact set: View Ko, as a subcompact 

N set of E = {0, I}. It is nowhere dense in E, hence one easily builds a se- 
quence (Un) of nonempty pairwise disjoint clopen sets in E \ K0o 
such that Un Un = UnU0uK00 Let Ln C Un be a copy of Kn, and set 
S((Kn), K00) = Koo u UnULn 

We prove Lemma 3 by induction on 4. 
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222 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

Case 1. 0 = 0 (so that condition (ii) is void). Let K = S(({x,}), {x.}), and 

{(X O if x = x00 

f(x) { 1 otherwise. 

Then 0 < f ? 1, < = 1 and f - f is usc, so that the conditions are fulfilled. 
Case 2. ; is limit. Let En be strictly increasing with , = sup, E, , and for each 
n let (K n, fn) satisfy (i) and (ii) for En + 1 1 $' = w 4n and c = l/n. Let 
KO = {x.}, and define K = S((Kn), Koo) and 

Jfn on (the copy of) Kn 
0 on Koo. 

As Kn is clopen in K, one has for all 0 for which fo is defined, fo [pK= (fn)6. 

Now if 0 < oA)n , HIIfop I < ?1/p for p > n, hence limsupyx fo(y) = 0, and 

as f(x.) = 0, one easily gets by induction that for 0 < wc fo is defined 
and fo(x.) = 0. This shows in particular rD(f) > rD(fn) for all n, hence 
rD(f) > w . Now 

SUpg {tc)4on Kn 
6<wO l I atxo 

as jjf(, [t = 1 on Kn , so f(, is defined and f(, = sup6<w fo . Finally fc* - f 
is usc, hence rD(f) = w0X and Ijf(,c = 1 , i.e., (i) is satisfied. 

To get (ii), let 4' < wc and c > 0 be given, and choose n big enough so 
that 4'< oA)n and c > l?/n. Then by the discussion above, the restriction of 
f to the subcompact S((Kp)P,n, Koo), which still satisfies (i), also satisfies 
I I co)4n 11 < ll/n. 

Case 3. The successor case. Let En be strictly increasing with sup n = of, 
and (Kn , fn) satisfy, by the induction hypothesis, (i) and (ii) for of , cn and 
E = 1/n. Define inductively (Lp,gp) by L1 = K1, g, = fI, and LP+= 
S((Kn), Lp) and 

gP+I = f{tn on Kn 
1 g on Lp. 

Let finally K = S((Lp), {x. }) and 

{ g on Lp, 

0 O at xo. 
We now show that (K, f) satisfy (i) for + 1. For this, we show by induction 

on p that (*) rD(gP) = Cof 4p and for k ?PHgP.kHK = k. For p = 1, 
g= fI and (*) is the inductive hypothesis on f ]. Suppose we know (*) for 
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BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 223 

gP. As each Kn is clopen in Lp+ for each 0 for which goP+' is defined, 

gp+1 [Kn= fn, and as in case 2 one easily infers, as for 0 < o 
p+1 lim sup g6 (y) = 0 

y--LP 
y t Lp 

if it is defined, that it is defined and satisfies for 0 < o( 

p+?l ff onKn' 
90 \gaP on L. 

Now HiaIL < 1 for 0 < o, and nf@HK = 1. So 

p?1 - fc onKn, 
1 on Ly 

(this is (*) for k = 1), 

{ _fn on Kf p?1 p?1 ff:t-f' nK~ 
~~ -g ~~I- gp on L. 

As 0 < 1 - gP < 1 and 1 f- fn I?K > 1 - 1/n, we get 

1 on K 

n f1 l f +on LKp And fnally as 1+ gI ? 1 ?sp+, UPK 
, 

fn 

g~~ g = i+g onL n 
p 

It then immediately follows by induction that for all 0 ? 1, gP4j6 iS defined 
and 

p+lf_ f on K, 
I +gP onLp 

so that (*) is verified for p + 1 . 
Let us now consider (K ,f) . Again for any 0 for which fo iS defined one 

has tf [L= pgda SO that for any k,nif th a >1 is defined, 

llc,lL = inf(1 , p-) by (*), 
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hence limsupyX fw.k(y) = 0. It easily follows by induction that fo is de- 
fined for 0 < ok+, and fo(x.) = 0, and that 

I { on K 
I at xoo, 

is defined, with fw4+, - f usc, so that (i) is verified. 
To get (ii), let 4' < oF4+l and c > 0 be given, and choose n such that 

c > I/n and < <o * n . Then the restriction g of the preceding function f 
to S((Lp)p,n2, {xoo}) still satisfies (i) and moreover 

119,,4nll = sup 11ngwpnll = sup nl = 1 < by (*), 
p>n2 p>n2 P 

and the proof is complete. o 

Theorem 4. Let > 1 be a countable ordinal, and E an uncountable compact 
metrizable space. 

(i) There is f E DBSC(E), O < f < 1, with rD(f)= . 
(ii) There is f ez1l(E) \DBSC, O < f < 1, with rND(f)=of 

Proof. In both cases, it is enough to find the function f on some countable 
compact K, for one can embed K in E, and the function on E obtained by 
extending f by 0 off K clearly has the same properties. 

(i) For 4 = 1, f is given by Lemma 3. And if A is limit and (i) holds 
for 4 < o.7 it also holds at o.A by using one of the functions of Lemma 3. 
So assume (i) is known for q < wof, and let us prove it for wf < q < ok+. 
Again the case q = w )+l is given by Lemma 3. If now q = wc * n + 0 with 
1< n0 < w and 0<0< o , the proof is by induction on n0. 

As in the proof of Case 3 of Lemma 3, let (Kp , f") satisfy Lemma 3 with 
of , 4p and 1/p, where supp ,p = wof, and for any countable K~O and g in 
DBSC(KOO) with lgrD (g)II < 1, let K = K(Koo,g) = S((Kp), K.) and 

f- f(Kl , g) { fP on Kp, 
-g onKoo; 

then as in the proof of Case 3 above, one checks by induction that 

(i) for0< o, < f0 = f f onK,p 
go on Koo, 

(ii) t { fte,:~~~~~ on Kp, g6 on Kp 

fco~ + 0 
fc 

00~ 
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BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 225 

So for g = 0 one gets f E DBSC(K), rD(f) = wj and if g is not usc, 
f e DBSC(K) and rD(f) = wo + rD(g), with IIfr(f)II = 1 + IIgr (g)II. It 
follows that if g works on Koo for wc * n + 0, for some no > 0 and 0 < wc 
then 

f K0, K K g )'(? msl 

work for w'o + c0X * no + 0 = W' (no + 1) + 0 and the proof is complete. 
(ii) Again let Xn be strictly increasing with SUpn Xn = J, and consider the 

pairs (Kr, fnf) of Lemma 3 corresponding to 4, cn and I/n2. 
Let now K = S(Kn, {x. ) and 

f nfn on Kn 

10 at xo. 

The function f is bounded (between 0 and 1), and as SUpK f < n/n = l/n, 
f is the uniform limit of the sequence 

(f on U Kp, 
g =p<n 

LO elsewhere, 

which are in DBSC. So f E Fl . Now as before f6 exists for 0 < w'o and 
2 

fo(x.) = 0, because supK f, < n/n = 1 /n for n > p. But 

sup (sulp ) =sup (n p =n 
K, p Kn\pP 

and supo<,@ fo is unbounded, so f 0 DBSC and rND() = 

Remark. We do not know if the wof's are the only possible values of rND. 

4. Two FURTHER CHARACTERIZATIONS OF 

I. Pseudo-uniform limits. Recall that we defined in ?1, for any sequence f of 
real functions on E, an ordinal y(f), with the properties that y(f) < w1 iff 
the sequence f converges quasiuniformly to a function f, and y(f) = 1 iff 
the convergence is uniform. 

Here we consider the following intermediate notion. 

Definition 1. A sequence f of real functions on E is pseudouniformly conver- 
gent if y(f) < w, i.e., for each c > 0, there exists a finite decreasing sequence 
Ko = E, K, ... , Kp, K+ I = 0 such that any point in Ki \ Ki+I admits a 
nbhd in K, on which the sequence is e-uniformly convergent. 
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Define now inductively families D, of real functions on E by 

(o= C(E), 

iy+l = {f: f is a pseudouniform limit of a bounded sequence 
of functions in ?, 

and for limit A, 

= {f: f is a uniform limit of a bounded sequence 

of functions in U: A5 } . 
Theorem 2. (i) 19(E) is the leastfamily offunctions on E containing C(E) 
and closed under pseudouniform limits of bounded sequences. 

(ii) For each 4 < w I, I4(E) = I,. 

Proof. By the definition of the Vs, the closure of C(E) under pseudouniform 
limits of bounded sequences is U,:< I,:, so (i) is a consequence of (ii). 

We prove (ii) by induction on 4. Case 4 = 0 is trivial. For limit A, it is 
enough to prove that A is the set of uniform limits of functions in U,<A lW 
It certainly cohtains this set. Conversely if f e S , f can be approximated 
uniformly by linear combinations of 1A s in 9j . But then (as a(A) is always 
successor) such 1A S (and their linear combinations) are in l and we 
are done. So it remains to study the successor case, i.e. to prove that Sg+1 is 
the set of pseudouniform limits of functions in . 

We first show the following fact: Let f be a sequence in .1 with pointwise 
limit f, and e > O. Then for any closed P, Po CF' - 

To see this, note first that if V is open in P, one has for all ordinals 0, 
V n Pf c (V),f . So let xE P\P63,- and let V be open in P, x E V, be 
such that for some nO, Vm, n > no Ifm(y) - fn(y) I < 6/3 for all y E V . Then 
in particular I fn(y) - f(y)I < e/3 for y E V. Then by induction, one easily 

gets that for all 6 Ve C Ve/3f and, as fno E 197 

vnPe CV f CV - Vn,f- c,f /3f0 

i.e. x ? <,proving the fact. 
Suppose now f is a bounded sequence in 1, and pseudouniformly con- 

verges to f. We want to show that ,B(f) < wc4. To see this, let E6 > 0 be 
given, and let Ko = E, K1 = E,iX - for i < p, with EP31- = 0. Applying 

-, fo 
- 

c/3f7 
the fact above to each K1, i < p, we get (Ki) c Kj+l, i < p, and hence 

Ee f' C K, for i <p + I so that fl(f,e) < w *(p+ 1). 
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It remains to prove that each f E wFj` is in the set D of pseudouniform 
limits of functions from SF. From Lemma 2.5, the set D is a vector space. 

We first prove the result for characteristic functions. If 1A E S+1, then A= 
U {F-F1: r even, q < w(o k} for some k e N and some decreasing sequence 

of closed sets. By considering separately the difference corresponding 
to (F ) w,*i<wc*(i?1) for i < k, and using that D is closed under sums, it is 
enough to show 1A E 1, whenever A is as above with k = 1 . Let then c, be 
strictly increasing with sup, cn = , 1and define An = U{FF - F+1: Q even, 

q < n}. The functions 1A are in a, so it is enough to check that 1A 

pseudouniformly converges to 1A. It clearly converges to it pointwise. Let 
K = fln<, F . We claim that for E <1, E' C K hence, as all functions 
areOon K, Y(,(1A )) < 2. Toseethis, let x 0 K, and V anbhdof x with 
V n K = 0 . By compactness, V n F, = 0 for some n . But then the sequence 

(1An)p>n is constant on V, hence x E' (1) . 

Let now f be any function in -W+' . Using 2.9, we can write f = E g 1 Zn=O g 

with llgnll < 2- n for n > 1 , and gn linear combinations of characteristic 
functions in F+1, hence in D by the above facts. So let gnp - gn pseudo- 

uniformly, with gnP E , and without loss of generality, llgpll < 2 for 
n > 1, llg6 < IIgo II. Define now gP = Z p gn. Then the sequence (gP) is 

bounded, and each gP E 4 . Clearly gP f f pointwise, so it remains to show 
that it converges pseudouniformly. Note that for q, q' > p > 1, one has 

19 9 gn gn+4.P 
n<p n<p 

and moreover the sequence (Znp gn)q pseudouniformly converges to 

n<p gn . It immediately follows that (gq )qEN also converges pseudouniformly. 

II. Alternating series of usc functions. The above characterization was clearly 
reminiscent of Lebesgue's theorem on analytically representable functions, 
which inductively analyzes Borel functions using pointwise convergence. The 
next characterization is reminiscent of the Hausdorff-Kuratowski analysis of A2 
sets in terms of differences of closed sets. 

First we define the notion of "sum" of an alternating series of usc functions 
on E: Let 4 be a countable ordinal, and let (fJ,),< be a sequence of positive 
usc functions, indexed by 4, and decreasing. The function E*<^(-1)qf is 
defined, inductively on 0 < 4, by 

(i) *<0 (-1)qf = Z*< - 1() fq + (- 1)0 fo, where of course 

I if 0 is even, 
k)1\-1 if 0 is odd, 
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228 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

and 
(ii) for limit A < 

x, (-1)'/f, = sup {,;(l)rfq: 4 even, < At 

We say that f is the sum of the alternating series (f) , written f - 

El<,,(-Il)Uf if for 4 a successor, f = Z<,(-1)lf , for 4 a limit, the se- 
quence (fJ) decreases to O and f = ,<,(-lf 

[As we may always extend a sequence (J)<, by the constant function 0 
as much as we want, without changing the value of , a function f = 

;<,(- l) )', for 4 limit and f,'s not tending to 0 is still a sum of an alternat- 
ing series, but of length 4 + 1. This will be important in exact computations 
later on.] 

Note that the preceding is well defined, for one easily checks by induction 
that E*<6(- 1)fJ, is bounded by fo, so that the taking of suprema in the limit 
case does not create difficulties. And of course if f = 1 )<'(-IlJf , one has 
for 0 even, 0' odd < 4 

< 0< (-l)6t<<< -)qf <fo 

q<O q<01 

Theorem 3. A function f on E is a bounded Baire class 1 function iff f is the 
sum of a constant and an alternating series of positive usc functions on E . 
Proof. (i) for direction <=, it is enough to show that each sum Z< (- 1)'1f is 
Baire class 1, for (f)Q<6 a decreasing sequence of positive usc functions. This 
is done by induction on 0. It is clear to 0 = 1, and obvious at successors. If 
now A is limit, 

f = , (- 1)'f = sup (-1)f h: even < 

is, by the induction hypothesis, a Baire class 2 function, with supergraph {(x, t): 
f (x) < t} in H2 . But one immediately checks that 

E*(-1)'fQ = inf E*(-1)Vf: , odd, < A - inf(fg) 

0 
and as inf,< f, is usc, the subgraph {(x , t): f(x) > t} is 2 too, hence f is 
Baire class 1. 

(ii) For direction =>, let f be a bounded Baire class 1 function, which we 
may assume is > 0, by adding a constant to it. We now canonically associate to 
f a series of usc functions, as follows. Let go = f, fo = , , and by induction 
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BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 229 

and for limit A 
g = inf g, and 4= 

even 9 

where h denotes the usc regularization of a (bounded) function h. To show 
that the definition makes sense for all ordinals 4, it is enough to check that all 
g,'s are bounded, which is clear, as we take infima at limits. One immediately 
checks also that the sequence (fJ) is decreasing, hence for some countable 
ordinal 40 one has A0 = J+ . We now show that one must have J0 (and 
hence g,) = O . 

We first prove, by induction, that g, is a Baire class 1 function for all g. 
This is the hypothesis on f for 4 = 0, and is obvious at successors. Now if A 
is limit 

gA= inf g, inf g+) even 4 even 

But note that for any - g < g, as g, > 0, hence g,-g?< and 

9+2 = 9X- (9- - g) < g9 

so that we get 

gA (4<Af4) ( 4odd 4 
4<A 

This immediately implies, as in the proof of direction <=, that g. is Baire 
class 1. 

So In order to prove that fxo is 0, it is enough to show that if g > 0 is a 
Baire class 1 function on E, and g= g-g, then g = 0. 

Suppose this is not true, and let e > 0 be such that {x: g(x) > e} $& 0. 
Let K = {x: g(x) > .}. As K is a nonempty closed set in E, there exists an 
open V in E with Vn K 5 0 and osc(g, Vn K) <?e. Let h-= - g. We 
claim that h < e on V. If x e V and g(x) < 6, then certainly h(x) < e 
as g > 0, so h < g. If now g(x) > , one must have x e V n K, and 
g(x) = gIK(x), as g is < e off K. But osc(gIK)(x) < e by the choice of V, 
hence h(x) = g|K(X) - g(x) < e too. 

So h < e on V; and as V is open in F, h <.e on V. Now by hypothesis 
h =4g, hence < e on V, contradicting the fact that V n {g > e} $A 0 . This 
shows g = 0. 

So fo (and g0 ) = 0. It remains to show that f = Z<,(-l)9f To see 
this, it is enough to prove by induction that for all 4, f = ,<,-l)5J + 

(-l)4g~ 
It is clear for 4 = 0 (f = g0), and as g+= g -g, it is immediate at 

successors. 
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230 A. S. KECHRIS AND A. LOUVEAU 

Finally if for all even 4 < A limit 

f= ol)f + g 

then 
f= sup Z 0(-1)'1f + inf (-1) f+g, 

4 even 1even q<A 

and we are done. o 

Theorem 3 can be refined to give a characterization of f, 4 < 
Theorem 4. Let > I be a countable ordinal. For f E 1 f is in GP if 
f is the sum of a constant and an alternating series of positive usc functions of 
length < '. 
Proof. There is something strange in the proof. If f E 4, f > 0, one may 
think that the canonical series associated above is such that 40 < Wc (and 
inf0<4 f = 0 if 4O = w4 ), but we do not know if this is true. Also, one may 
think that if e > 0 is given and the g 's are as above, then g < E off E . 
This is immediate for q = 1, and can be proved for q = 2 (by analyzing the 
proof above that f,! = 0). However, it is false in general for q > 2. So our 
proof will be quite different. 

(i) Proof of direction <=. We want to show that for all 4 > 1, if (f,< is 
a sequence of usc functions with fh >0, ? decreasing and inf f, = 0, then 

f = EZ (-1)If, is in WX. This is done by induction on . First we argue that 
it is enough to prove, assuming the result is known for X, the following: 
Claim. If (ft)t<. is a decreasing sequence of usc functions with f, > 0, then 
f = E* (- 1 )qf, is in T14+' 

Assume this claim has been proved. Suppose f = ,<0? (-l)0f with 

1, ?0, decreasing, and inf<S/, = 0. Define for each n E cl, q < w0f = 

fc-n+q and ffn = Z<(- l)0/7. Then f = En and Ifn-=Z fI ? 
f.oe (N+1) goes to 0 uniformly (as the f,'s are usc). By the claim, each ffn is in 

1, and hence so is f, as desired. This gives the successor case. If now A 
is limit, and the result is known for all g < A, let gn be strictly increasing with 
A = supg", and define fn = E<*,n(-l)0Jt. Again as If ? < fn 
converges uniformly to f, and by the claim ff E +l, hence f E and 
we are done. 

So it remains to prove the claim. The proof is based on the following easy 
fact: Suppose f, g are functions on E, e, ' > 0 are given and V is an 
open set in E on which If- gI <Ce. Then for any q < W, 

E?172E/ n V C Eq gn V. 
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BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 231 

This is immediate to prove by induction on I, using the inequality, for x, 
x' E V 

If(x) - f(x')I < Ig(x) - g(x')I + 2e'. 

In particular, one gets 

E e'g)f C {x E E: there is no nbhd V of x with Ilf - gllv <6' } 

Using this fact, we prove the claim as follows. We assume direction = has 
been proved for 4, and let be a decreasing sequence of positive usc 

functions with f = Z< 1(-1)Vf. We want to prove that f E 5F Con- 

sider g = (inf< J,). This is a usc function, and if (,k)kew is some strictly 
increasing sequence of even ordinals with sup Ik = a), g is the optimal limit 
of the sequence (tfk), as this sequence is decreasing, by the remarks follow- 
ing Theorem 2.3. So if 6 > 0 is given, we can find p E N and a sequence 
Ko = E D K, D Kp D Kp+ =0 of compact sets such that for every point 
x E Ki1/K+1, there is a nbhd V of x in K1 and some k with g1Ik -gI v < 6/3. 

Now notice that for any even 0 < wc , one has 

f- (-l)f fo- g 

and moreover, by the induction hypothesis, all the functions z;<6(-l)lf are 

in 5l so that ,8(e/3, ;<3 (-1)fI) < OX for all k. Applying then the fact 
above p + 1 times to all f , and the corresponding paris of nbhds V and 

functions I* (-1) f,one immediately gets for all i < p +1 EWf% C K. 

hence in particular E1)(P+i) =0, 
i.e.. 

f(6,f) ? This gives finally 

14(f) ? o5)+ , as desired. 
(ii) Proof of = . Suppose first f = E 5F'. Then A = U{F6 - F6+: 0 

even, 0 < 10 for some 10 < a) and a decreasing sequence (F6)6<1, of closed 
sets. The functions (1F0 ) are usc, and one immediately checks that 1A= 

ZQ<~0(-lI)' I7. (The definition was chosen to get this automatically.) 
Suppose now f E 5F, and assume, without loss of generality, that f > 

0. By 2.9, one can find for each N > 2 a sequence 1A', 1AN-2 in '4 

such that g = (IIfII/N) 
EN2 

1A satisfies 0 < g < f < g + 2 kHfH . Note 

that if I N even less than cJ is such that a( IAk) < IN and by the above 

result 1A = Z?<N (-1)q1I then gk = (I|F||/N) , 
E 2I is usc, the g 's 

are decreasing and g = Q<N(-1)"g. Moreover 0 < g< Ilf f(l - 2/N). 

Applying this result to f and N = 4, one gets f1 and (h ) , < wo 
with 0 < fi < f < ?f + 11f11/2 and f,= < (-1)rIZ with 0 < < jjfjj/2. 
Applying it to f - f1 and N = 4, one gets f2 and 

(fq<62 
2 <w@, with 
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0 < fi +f2 < f < fi + f2+ lIfII /4 and f22= Z <2(l)r1/2with 0 < 2 

IfIA/4 and continuing this way, one gets fk and (Ik)C<rk Qk < wt, with 
k Iqk 0 < f1+f2+.. +fk < f < f1+f2+.. *+fk+llfII/2 and fk = Z <lk(-)J with 

0 < < l?f11/2k Let 0 = Zk 1k < w i 6, = Ek<i qk, and for 6i < q < Qj+j 
let f, = - 9 + EJ,i fo . This sum is well defined, for the series is uniformly 
converging, and f, is thus usc. Moreover (f ) is decreasing. And finally as 

* (-Wf),t = -)6t f i, 
0,<q<o,+l <6 

one gets f = ;<6(-l)vfq. And as Z i>kfO < 2-k+l Ilfl1 goes to O with k, 

f = EI<O( ) fc and we are done. o 

5. OPTIMAL CONVERGENCE AND DERIVATIVES 

In many cases, Baire class 1 functions occur in analysis through natural ap- 
proximation processes by continuous functions. The rank of convergence y 
introduced in ? 1 thus provides a quantitative measure on how the natural ap- 
proximation process is the "best possible" one. 

For example if f is usc, then f is the infimum of a decreasing sequence 
of continuous functions, and as we have seen in ?2 (after Theorem 2.3), for 
bounded usc functions this is indeed optimal. Similarly if f is of bounded 
variation on the circle T , T. Ramsamujh has verified that the Fourier series of 
f has convergence rank < 2, so that if one assumes f (x) = (f(x-) + f(x+))/2 
at each discontinuity point x of f, the convergence of the series is optimal. 

We study here the more involved case of derivatives on [0, 1]. Note that 
by a result of Petruska and Laczkovich [P-L], any Baire class 1 function on the 
Cantor set can be extended to a derivative on E, so that the Baire class 1 ranks 
are unbounded on the set 2 of derivatives on [0, 1]. 

Of course if f is a derivative and F is a primitive of f, a very natural 
approximation of f is given, for a given sequence h = (hn) -* 0, by the 
sequence 

Fhn (x) F(x + hn)-F(x) 

We will see below that these approximations may be very far from giving the 
best approximation, i.e. optimally converge to the derivative f . 

However, one has a positive result in this direction. 

Theorem 1. Let f be a bounded derivative on [0, 1 ], and F its primitive. There 
exists a sequence of positive step functions hn (x) on [0, 1 ], uniformly converging 
to 0, such that the differences 

Fh( -F(x + hn(X)) - F(x) 
n(x) hn(x) 

optimally converge to f . 
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BAIRE CLASS 1 FUNCTIONS 233 

[Here we always view f and F as defined on all of R, with f = 0 outside 
[0, 1], when the formulas involve points not in [0, 1].] 

Proof. It is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.3. Starting with hn = 1/n, we 
get a sequence 9n of functions optimally converging to f, with 

(P (x) = Z4km (Mk F (x+ mr)) F (x)) 

for some 0 < A(n) < 1, (n) = 1, and n < m(n) < ...< mn) . And we may 

assume mkn) < m(n+1). For each x on [0,1], 

ig (h) = F(x + h) - F(x) 
h 

is continuous between a (n) = 1/M7n) and b(n) = Ilm(n), hence has range some 

interval [a (n), bn)]. The values ',ux(1/m5(n)) are in this interval for all i <k 

hence so must be (on(x) . So for some h in [a(n), b(n)] 

(Pn(x) = yx(h) = F(x + h)-F(x) 
h 

By continuity, each x E [0, 1] is in a nbhd Ux such that for some h e 

[a b and yE UX 

F(y + h)- F(y) n (Y) < I 

n) (n) (n) and by compactness we can find O = x(n < xIn < ..< x(n)- I and 

h (n), h(n) in [a(n) b(n)] such that for ye[x(n) ,x(n1] 

F(y +hi )-F(y) 1 
(n) (Pn(y) <H 

The function hn(x) defined by the .. , (n) clearly converges uniformly 

to 0 in n, and moreover as IIFn' - oPnIl < 1/n, y((F$')) = y(((o )) and Fnh 
converges optimally to f. o 

We do not know if the functions hn(x) can be chosen continuous in x . The 
next result shows that constants do not work in general. 

Theorem 2. Let 4 be a countable ordinal. There exists a bounded derivative f 
on [0, 1] with fl(f) = 2 (hence f E XWl ) such that if F is a primitive of f 
and (hn)nEN is any sequence in (0, 1) converging to 0, the sequence 

Fhn(x) = F(x + hn)-F(x) 

of differences satisfies y((Fhn )) > . 
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Proof. The functions F (and f ) are constructed by induction on . We will 
prove in fact the following: For any interval [a, b] in [0, 1] and any 4, there 
exists a differentiable F = F such that 

[a ,b] a 
(i) F>O F =O off [a;b], 5FIH? b-a, 
(ii) F is differentiable and JIF'll < C (some fixed constant), 
(iii) F' is continuous off some closed subset A of [a, b], and is identically 

0 on A, 
(iv) for all h > 0, h - 0, b E [a , b]l/2(Fh) 

Note that (iii) ensures that 83(F') < 2, and (iv) ensures y((Fhn)) > . 

Case 1. I= 1. By scaling, we let a =0 , b= 1 . Let x1 = 1/2, xm= 1- 1/2m, 
so that xm+? -xm =1/2m+l . Let 

2-(m+2) 2-(m+1) 
Ym Xm+ m+2' Zm Xm+ m+ 1 ' 

2-(m+1) 27(m?2) 2Y(m?) 
tm= m+ V=Xm m m+2 m+ 1 

and choose on [xm ,Xm+1 ] F to be continuously differentiable, 0 at xm and 
on [vm ,Xm+i] with derivative 0 at xm, and equal to tm on [Ym m Zm] m with F' 
bounded by some constant C (= 3 e.g., as tm/(ym - xm) < 3). Finally, let 
F = 0 outside the intervals [xm, XM+ l]. Clearly F is differentiable off 1. But 
if 1/2 < x < 1, then for some m, xm < x < XM+l and 

F(x)-F(l) < tm - 1 
x-1 -2-(m+i ) m+1 

goes to O as m - oox, and F is differentiable at 1, with F'(1) = 0. So (i), (ii) 
and (iii) (with A = { 1 ) are satisfied. To see (iv), let hn -* 0, hn > 0, and let 
V be a nbhd of 1 and p E N . Choose no large enough so that xm E V for 
m > no, and no > p. As h -0, let n1 be such that h < 2- (no+l)/(1n + 1), 
and let m > no be such that 

2-(m+2) 2-(m+nl) 

m+2 <n < 
m+ 1 l 

The point xm is in V, and Fhnl (Xm) = tm/h_ > 1, whereas (as F'(xm) = 0) 
one can find p > m with FhP(xm) < 1/2, so that 1 E [O, 1]'1/2(fhf). This 
proves Case 1. 

Case 2. Let use prove now the successor case (the limit case being similar, 
although a bit simpler). So let 4 be given, and assume F have been con- [asb] 
structed, with properties (i)-(iv) for ~ Again by scaling we work on [0,5 1] 
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Let F1 be the function defined above (for I = 1), and let wm = Xrm+1 - 10 m 

(so that w_ > vm ) Add to F1, for each m, the function E= F 
m ~~~~~~~~~~~~[Wm,Xm+i] m 

1 ~~Fe 
tm 1 

XM Ym ZM vm 
Wm Xm+1 

This gives F = F We now check that it works. (i) is immediate, and 
(ii) too, expect at 1. But as I 10 m, one sees as before that F is 
differentiable at 1 with F' = 0. (iii) Let Am C [wm , xm+] be the closed set 

on which (Fm)' is 0 and off which it is continuous. Then A = Um Am u { 1 } is 
closed, (F +1)' is continuous off it, and 0 on it, so (iii) is checked. For (iv), 
let again hn > 0, hn - 0 be given. By the inductive hypothesis, we know that 

xm+i E [we m xm+J so that one also gets xm? 1 [0, 11/2 (Fhn), and 
as this last set is closed, 1 is in it too. But then the proof we gave before for 
F1 -which used only the xm's-works as well to show that I E [O, l]1/2(Fhn)* 
L 

Remarks. 1. A slight change in the previous constructions easily gives, for each 
, an F with the same properties and satisfying also, for any hn - 0O, kn ? 0 

hn kn> 0,if 

Fhn,kn - F(x + hn) -F(x- kn) _hnkn 

[Replace the basis F1 on [xm,Xm+ ] by a function like: 

tm 

J I -L ~~ ~~UM VM 

XM Ym ZM S m 

-tm+1 

and argue similarly]. 
2. For each differentiable function F, one can define a differentiability rank 

IF ID as in Kechris and Woodin [K-W]. It is easy to see that for each (Fxh(x)), 

with hn(x) step functions uniformly converging to 0, one has y((F h(x))) ? 

IFD. We do not know if IF D is the supremum of these y((F h(x))). 
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